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High-fidelity single- and two-qubit gates are essential building blocks for a fault-tolerant quantum
computer. While there has been much progress in suppressing single-qubit gate errors in superconducting qubit systems, two-qubit gates still suffer from error rates that are orders of magnitude
higher. One limiting factor is the residual ZZ-interaction, which originates from a coupling between computational states and higher-energy states. While this interaction is usually viewed as a
nuisance, here we experimentally demonstrate that it can be exploited to produce a universal set
of fast single- and two-qubit entangling gates in a coupled transmon qubit system. To implement
arbitrary single-qubit rotations, we design a new protocol called the two-axis gate that is based
on a three-part composite pulse. It rotates a single qubit independently of the state of the other
qubit despite the strong ZZ-coupling. We achieve single-qubit gate fidelities as high as 99.1% (for
g ↔ |11i
g transition) from randomized benchmarking measurements. We then demonstrate both
|01i
a CZ gate and a CNOT gate. Because the system has a strong ZZ-interaction, a CZ gate can be
achieved by letting the system freely evolve for a gate time tg = 53.8 ns. To design the CNOT gate,
we utilize an analytical microwave pulse shape based on the SWIPHT protocol for realizing fast,
low-leakage gates. We obtain fidelities of 94.6% and 97.8% for the CNOT and CZ gates respectively
from quantum progress tomography.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 42.50.-p, 42.50.Gy, 42.50.Pq

I.

INTRODUCTION

Superconducting qubits hold promise as the main
building blocks of a future fault-tolerant quantum computer [1–3]. In recent years, advances in both coherence
times [4] and quantum gate fidelities [5–7], together with
the inherent scalability of superconducting circuit architectures, have enabled demonstrations of superconducting quantum computers comprised of tens of qubits [8–
10]. While single-qubit gate errors are routinely on the
order of 0.01% [11–13], two-qubit gates across different qubit architectures have exhibited higher error rates,
ranging from 0.1% up to the few-percent level [1, 4–6, 14–
19]. Thus, two-qubit gates remain a bottleneck in the
performance of existing devices.
One significant source of two-qubit gate errors is the
residual ZZ interaction between coupled qubits [6]. The
ZZ interaction, also known as ZZ coupling or crosstalk,
originates from a mixing between computational states
and higher-energy states of the coupled qubits. It shifts
the resonance frequency of one qubit conditionally on
the state of another qubit. As a result, spurious phases
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are accumulated during gates, reducing fidelities. Some
efforts have been devoted to suppressing the ZZ coupling
using tunable couplers [20, 21] or hybrid superconducting
qubits [22].
With the recent progress in tunable couplers [18, 20,
21], new opportunities open up for scalable architectures.
In this context, it has been realized and demonstrated
that the ZZ interaction can in fact be exploited for the
implementation of a maximally entangling CZ gate [18].
This approach is very promising for scalability, as the
qubits can be brought into the strong ZZ coupling regime
to generate fast gates, while in the idling regime crosstalk
is suppressed. Since tuning can be costly in terms of time
and possibly coherence, it would be beneficial for the
performance of the device to maximize the use of this
strongly coupled regime by developing additional quantum gates that can be implemented within it. For example, a CNOT gate, despite being locally equivalent
to a CZ, can be directly implemented using microwave
fields [23, 24], eliminating the need for additional singlequbit rotations. The development of a broader toolset
of gates applicable in the nonzero ZZ coupling regime is
also important for cases where this coupling cannot be
completely switched off, which is the generic situation in
superconducting circuits.
In this work, we develop and demonstrate a universal set of fast gates that operate in the regime of strong
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ZZ interactions between capacitively coupled superconducting transmon qubits. To implement arbitrary singlequbit gates in this regime, we introduce a family of threepart composite pulses that effectively freeze the ZZ coupling so that one qubit is rotated independently of the
state of another. We call these two-axis gates (TAGs).
Randomized benchmarking is performed on each qubit
to characterize the TAG fidelity, which we find to be
99.1%. We also demonstrate two types of maximally
entangling gates: CZ and CNOT. The CZ gate is implemented via free evolution under the ZZ interaction,
yielding a gate time of 53.8 ns. For the CNOT gate, we
employ the SWIPHT protocol [23–25], which amounts to
cleverly designing the pulse such that it acts on two transitions (the target and the nearest competing transition)
in such a way that the net effect is the implementation
of the target gate. This allows for a much faster gate
compared to resolving the transitions. We create a maximally entangled state with the CNOT gate and obtain a
fidelity of 98.2%, confirmed using quantum state tomography. Finally, we characterize the CZ and CNOT gates
using quantum process tomography. The measured average gate fidelity is about 94.6% (97.8%) for the CNOT
(CZ) gate.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we provide details about the transmon device and the effective
ZZ Hamiltonian. Sec. III presents our two-axis gate designs for implementing arbitrary single-qubit rotations in
the strong ZZ coupling regime. In Sec. IV, we describe
how we implement our CZ and CNOT gates, including
a review of the SWIPHT protocol we use for the latter. Our randomized benchmarking measurements for
the two-axis gates are presented in Sec. V, while our
quantum state tomography and process tomography results for our two-qubit entangling gates are shown in
Secs. VI and VII, respectively. We conclude in Sec. VIII.
Three appendices contain additional information about
the spectrum of the system and relaxation and dephasing
times, along with a detailed derivation of the effective ZZ
interaction for both capacitively coupled and resonatorcoupled transmons.

II.

son junction that is fabricated with an overlap technique [27]. The full chip (except for the Josephson junctions) is made of 100 nm thick Niobium superconducting
films. In this particular DUT, the two transmon qubits
have frequencies of ω1 /2π = 5.075 GHz and ω2 /2π =
5.310 GHz, and anharmonicities of α1 /2π = −260 MHz
and α2 /2π = −340 MHz (Appendix A). The relaxation
and coherence times of the two qubits are measured to
(1)
∗(1)
(2)
be T1 = 76.98 µs, T2
= 50.65 µs, T1 = 79.71 µs,
∗(2)
and T2
= 17.09 µs (see Appendix B). The equivalent
grounded circuit model of the two capacitively coupled
transmon qubits is shown in Fig. 1(c). The Gaussian
elimination method described in Ref. [28] was applied
to convert the full floating circuit model to this simplified grounded circuit model. Note that the circuit of the
readout resonators is not shown.
The level diagram of the DUT is shown in Fig. 1(d).
Two-qubit states are labeled as |mni, where m and n
in the ket represent the mth state of the first qubit and
nth state of the second qubit, respectively. The gray
dashed lines in Fig. 1(d) are the uncoupled two-qubit
states, while the solid lines are the dressed two-qubit
states with the always-on capacitive coupling. We only
retain states involving up to two total excitations. The
coupling between the |10i and |01i states is given by g1 .
This coupling causes the two states to repel each other.
As a result, the dressed qubit frequency shifts down (up)
compared to the uncoupled qubit frequency of the first
(second) qubit.
The couplings in the two-excitation manifold are between the |20i ↔ |11i,
√ and |11i ↔ |02i states, with the
same strength, g2 ≈ 2g1 . As a result of the two coug is shifted up from
plings, the dressed energy level |11i
the uncoupled |11i state. This makes the frequencies of
g ↔ |11i
g and |10i
g ↔ |11i
g higher than
the transitions |01i
g ↔ |10i
g and |00i
g ↔ |01i,
g respectively, i.e.,
those of |00i
this is a state-dependent shift in qubit frequencies. In
the computational subspace, defined by the dressed qubit
g |01i,
g |10i,
g and |11i,
g the two-qubit system is
states |00i,
described by the following Hamiltonian (see Appendix
C),

DEVICE

(1)

Hq /~ = (ω1 +
The sample chip is shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), where
optical images of the full device and a zoomed-in view of
the two qubits (red and blue) are shown, respectively.
The device-under-test (DUT) consists of two floating
transmon qubits [26] capacitively coupled to each other.
Each transmon qubit is coupled to a coplanar waveguide readout resonator. The two readout resonators
are coupled to the feedline in a hanger-style. Readout and control signals are all sent through the feedline.
The capacitive components of each transmon are comprised of two identical rectangular pads [red (blue) for
the first (second) qubit, as shown in Fig. 1(b)]. Each
pair of pads is connected by an Al/AlOx /Al Joseph-

(2)

(1)

(2)

gz σz
gz σz
σz σz
)
+ (ω2 + )
+ gz
,
2 2
2 2
2 2
(1)

(i)
f h1|
f − |0i
f h0|)
f is the atomic inversion opwhere σz = (|1i
th
erator for the i qubit; ω1 (ω2 ) is the frequency of the
first (second) qubit while the other qubit is in its ground
g ↔ |10i
g (
state, i.e., it is the transition frequency of |00i
g
g
|00i ↔ |01i); gz is the effective coupling strength deterg We
mined by the amount of the up-shift of state |11i.
obtain a value of gz /2π = 9.29 MHz from spectroscopy
measurements (see Appendix A). As shown in Eq. (1),
the coupling between the two qubits in the computational
subspace (dressed basis) is ZZ, but it originates from the
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FIG. 1. (a) Optical micrograph of the full chip including qubits, readout resonators, test Josephson junctions, and test
resonators. (b) Zoomed-in view of the two floating qubits (DUT) used in this experiment. Each qubit consists of two identical
pads (red for the left qubit and blue for the right qubit) and a Josephson junction connecting the two pads. Each qubit is
coupled to its own readout resonator (green). (c) Grounded circuit model of the capacitively coupled DUT. See Ref. [28] for
how to obtain the equivalent grounded circuit model of floating qubits. (d) Energy level diagram of the two-qubit system. Gray
dashed lines are uncoupled two-qubit energy levels. Solid lines represent the diagonalized energy levels of the two-qubit system
with the coupling on. The red bidirectional curved arrows denote the swapping couplings between excitation-preserved states,
and the coupling strengths are given by g1 and g2 . gz denotes the shift of |11i due to the couplings.

transverse XX coupling between level |11i and the higher
levels |20i and |02i. As shown in Appendix C, Eq. 1 can
originate from either a direct, capacitive coupling or a
resonator-mediated coupling between two transmons.

III.

ARBITRARY SINGLE-QUBIT ROTATIONS

Performing arbitrary single-qubit rotations is not a
trivial task in a two-qubit system with strong ZZ coupling because the frequency of one qubit is conditional on
the state of the other qubit. Here, we design a new type
of single-qubit gate, called the two-axis gate (TAG), that
unconditionally drives arbitrary single-qubit rotations in
this ZZ-coupled, two-qubit system.
To explain how TAGs work, we take a X(π/2) rotation
on the first qubit as an example. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
TAGs are implemented with three-part composite pulses.
Note that the TAG protocol can be implemented using
any pulse shapes for each of the three pieces. Here, we use
square pulses in our experiments to facilitate pulse tune
up. The first and third pulses (red) are identical, and
we refer to them as Bloch sphere rotation (BR) pulses.
The second pulse (blue) is called the qubit rotation (QR)
pulse. For our X(π/2) rotation example, the center frequency of the TAG drive is set to be on resonance with
g ↔ |10i
g transition. In the frame rotating at this
the |00i
frequency, the rotation axes for the three pulses of the
TAG are all along the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The
pulse strengths and durations are chosen such that all
three pulses combine to rotate the state vector around
g to the
the x-axis by π/2 and drive the original state |00i
√
g
g
final state |−yi = (|00i − i|10i)/ 2.
g↔
Since the center frequency is detuned from the |01i
g
|11i transition by gz as described by Eq. (1), the rotation
axes of the BR and QR are both tilted from the x-axis

in the xz plane by φBR and φQR , respectively, as shown
in Fig. 2(c). The BR pulses can be treated as a rotation
of the Bloch sphere around the blue axis in the opposite
direction. This is the reason why we call it a Bloch sphere
rotation. When the first BR pulse is applied, we require
it to rotate the Bloch sphere such that the x-axis after
the rotation coincides with the QR axis, i.e., the blue axis
in Fig. 2(c). To achieve this, two conditions need to be
satisfied. First, the red axis needs to be the bisector of the
angle formed between the blue- and x-axis, i.e., φQR =
2φBR . Second, the rotation angle of the BR pulse needs
to be π or −π. In the rotated Bloch sphere, since the QR
(blue) axis is on the x-axis, we can perform a rotation
around the x-axis by π/2. After the QR pulse, we apply
the BR pulse again to rotate the Bloch sphere around
the BR (red) axis by another π angle to get back to the
original Bloch sphere. Treating a BR pulse as a rotation
of the Bloch sphere is a good way to understand the TAG.
If we treat all the pulses in the TAG as rotations of a state
vector, we can see the trajectories on both Bloch spheres.
This is shown in Fig. 2(c). When the first BR pulse is
applied, the rotated state vector becomes perpendicular
to the blue axis. Then, the QR pulse is applied to rotate
the state vector by Θ = π/2. Finally, the BR pulse is
applied again to bring the state to |−yi.
Similarly, we can design TAGs that rotate the state of
one qubit around the x-axis by other arbitrary angles.
To perform a y-rotation with the TAG, one can just add
a 90◦ global phase shift to the TAG. Arbitrary rotations
can be performed by combinations of x and y-rotations.

IV.

TWO-QUBIT ENTANGLING GATES

In this section, we describe how we realize two different
two-qubit entangling gates, a CZ gate and a generalized
CNOT gate, on our device.
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system evolve for time t =
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The CZ gate time is given by gπz = 53.8 ns. We analyze the performance of this gate using quantum process tomography in Sec. VII. We note that a similar
CZ gate based on free evolution in the strong ZZ coupling regime, achieved via a tunable coupler, was recently
demonstrated [18].

B.

FIG. 2. (a) A square shaped two-axis gate that implements
a X(π/2) on the first qubit. (b) and (c) show the trajectog ↔ |10i
g and |01i
g ↔ |11i
g
ries of the state vector for the |00i
transitions, respectively. In (b) and (c) the initial state is
g as denoted by the dark green arrow, while the final state
|00i,
√
g − i|10i)/
g
is |−yi = (|00i
2, which is denoted by the light
green arrow. The red (blue) dots in (a) and (c) denote the
trajectories corresponding to the BR (QR) pulses.

A.

A controlled-Z gate by free evolution

With the ZZ coupling, free evolution of the system is,
in fact, a controlled-phase gate. By transforming the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) to the rotating frame of ω1 and
ω2 for the first and second qubit, respectively, and adding
a constant energy shift gz /4, one obtains
g h11|.
g
Hqrot /~ = gz |11i

(2)

(i)

Note that we used the fact that σz is defined in the
dressed two-qubit basis to obtain this result. Also note
that adding a constant energy shift to the Hamiltonian
only produces a global phase; it does not change the dynamics of the two qubits. The time evolution operator
of this Hamiltonian above is given by
rot

U (t) = e−iHq

1
0
=
0
0

t/~

0
1
0
0

= e−igz t|11ih11|

0
0
0
0 
.
1
0 
−igz t
0
e
gg

(3)

This is a standard controlled-phase gate with the phase
given by −gz t. To realize a CZ gate, we can just let the

A generalized controlled-NOT gate based on
the SWIPHT protocol

In addition to the free-evolution CZ gate, it is also
possible to implement a CNOT gate in the strong ZZ
coupling regime using a shaped microwave pulse. A protocol known as SWIPHT (speeding up wave forms by
inducing phases to harmful transitions), provides a general framework for designing fast, high-fidelity two-qubit
entangling gates [23–25]. The SWIPHT protocol is based
on reverse-engineering analytical pulse shapes that implement two-qubit entangling gates [29]. SWIPHT was first
demonstrated experimentally for a two-transmon system
in the weak ZZ coupling regime [30]. The SWIPHT protocol was originally proposed for two transmon qubits
coupled with a bus resonator, but it applies to any twoqubit system with ZZ coupling in the dressed qubit basis.
Here, we employ SWIPHT to implement a generalized
CNOT gate for our two-qubit system.
Fig. 3(a) shows the energy levels in the computational
subspace of the two-qubit system. A CNOT gate can be
g and |01i
g states
viewed as effectively swapping the |00i
while leaving the other logical states alone. A natural
way to implement this is to apply a resonant microwave
drive to perform a π rotation on the target transition
g ↔ |01i.
g However, there exists a nearby harmful
|00i
g ↔ |11i
g [red in Fig. 3(a)] that is detuned
transition |10i
from the target transition by gz , so it would be driven
off-resonantly. As a result, one would have to make the
gate time much longer than 2π/gz to selectively drive the
target transition. This is not optimal, given the limited
coherence times of the qubits. Instead of attempting to
avoid the harmful transition, the SWIPHT CNOT gate
is designed to purposely drive it through a trivial cyclic
evolution while driving a π rotation on the target transition. This is shown in Fig. 3(b). A cyclic evolution
on a two-level system can be described by a Z rotation,
(2)
e−iϕσz /2 , where ϕ is the phase accumulated during the
cyclic evolution. We can express the SWIPHT CNOT
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gate in the dressed two-qubit basis as
f h0|
f ⊗ e−iπσx(2) /2 + |1i
f h1|
f ⊗ e−iϕσz(2) /2
UCNOT = |0i


0
−i
0
0
−i
0
0
0 
.
=
−i ϕ
0
0
e 2
0 
ϕ
0
0
0
ei 2

(5)

FIG. 4. Pulse shape that implements the SWIPHT CNOT
gate. The gate time is about 100.6 ns.

tg =

FIG. 3. (a) The computational subspace of the two transmon qubit system with strong ZZ coupling. The frequency
g ↔ |01i
g is ω2 . The harmof the target transition (green) |00i
g
g
ful transition (red) |10i ↔ |11i is detuned from the target
transition by gz . (b) The SWIPHT pulse (see Fig. 4) is on
resonance with the target transition and induces a π rotation
around the x-axis in the two-level target subspace. At the
same time, the harmful transition is off-resonantly driven by
the SWIPHT pulse and undergoes cyclic evolution, acquiring
trivial phases.

Compared to a standard CNOT gate, the SWIPHT
CNOT gate described above has some extra phases,
which is why we refer to it as a generalized CNOT
gate [23]. This generalized CNOT gate is maximally entangling and is related to the standard CNOT by singlequbit Z rotations and a global phase.
According to the SWIPHT protocol [23], analytical
pulse shapes that implement the operation given in
Eq. (5) can be generated from the formula
r
χ̈
gz2
Ω(t) = q
−2
− χ̇2 cot (2χ).
(6)
2
4
gz
2
−
χ̇
4
Any real function χ(t) obeying the constraint |χ̇| ≤ gz /2
and the boundary conditions χ(0) = χ(tg ) = π/4, χ̇(0) =
χ̇(tg ) = 0, where tg is the gate time, produces a pulse
wave form Ω(t) that performs a generalized CNOT. One
may notice a factor of two difference from the original
expression in Ref. [23]; This is due to different definitions
of the Rabi strength. Here, we choose χ(t) as in Ref. [23]:

χ(t) = A

t
tg

4 

where A and tg are given by

t
1−
tg

4
+

π
,
4

(7)

5.87
,
gz

A = 138.9.

(8)

Given gz = 9.29 MHz, the resulted gate time is tg =
100.6 ns. The pulse shape of the SWIPHT gate is plotted in Fig. 4. The performance of our CNOT gate is
evaluated in Secs. VI and VII through quantum state
and process tomography.

V.

RANDOMIZED BENCHMARKING OF THE
TWO-AXIS, SINGLE-QUBIT GATE

To characterize the TAG, we perform the randomized
benchmarking (RB) protocol described in Ref. [31] with
assumption that errors are gate independent. The RB experiment starts with the qubit initialized in the ground
state. Various π/2 gates and π gates are randomly chosen
and concatenated together to form a sequence. A comparison of the measured result of these operations with
what would be expected from an ideal system can then
be used to evaluate performance.
The π/2 gates are Clifford group generators e±iσu π/4 ,
with u = x, y. The π gates are chosen from e±iσb π/2
with b = 0, x, y, z, where we have defined σ0 to be the
identity operator. The RB sequence is truncated at different numbers of π/2 − π gate pairs and applied to the
qubit. Each truncation is followed by a π/2 or π gate
to always bring the qubit to a certain eigenstate of σz .
For convenience, we typically use the ground state in our
experiments. Then, the probability of the ground state,
alternatively referred to as the sequence fidelity, is measured for each truncation of the RB sequence. The above
process is repeated for many different RB sequences. Finally, the sequence fidelity F is averaged over all of the
sequences, thereby becoming a function of only the truncation, which is quantified by the number of π/2 gates.
F decays exponentially, and the decay rate is determined
by the average gate infidelity [31]. Since the TAG is
designed to address two transitions for each qubit (one
where the other qubit is in the ground state, and one
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FIG. 5. Randomized benchmarking of the two-axis, singlequbit gate. Average sequency fidelity vs. the number of
g ↔ |10i
g (red circle),
Cliffords/ π2 gates for the transition |00i
g
g
g
g
|01i ↔ |11i (green diamond), |00i ↔ |01i (blue square), and
g ↔ |11i
g (cyan triangle). Solid curves are the exponential
|10i
fittings to the data to extract an average gate fidelity for each
transition.

where it is in the excited state), we run the RB experiment on each transition separately for each qubit. This
measures the average fidelity of the TAG as it acts on
the corresponding transition. For each RB experiment,
we choose 5 random π/2 gate sequences and 8 random
π gate sequences, yielding a total of 40 different RB sequences. Each sequence is truncated at every other pair
of π and π/2 gates. For each truncation, 1000 copies are
measured to obtain the sequence fidelity F. The experimental results are plotted in Fig. 5 for all four transitions
of the two qubits. The average gate fidelities of the TAG
are 97.7(5)%, 99.1(1)%, 96.9(7)%, and 98.3(3)% for the
g ↔ |10i,
g |01i
g ↔ |11i,
g |00i
g ↔ |01i,
g and
transitions |00i
g ↔ |11i,
g respectively. Since each TAG has to be cal|10i
ibrated simultaneously for two transitions of a qubit, we
believe there are some coherence errors in the TAGs due
to imperfect calibration. The gate fidelities of the two
transitions of the second qubit are lower than those of
the first qubit. This is consistent with the fact that T2∗
of the second qubit is only half that of the first qubit.

VI.

QUANTUM STATE TOMOGRAPHY OF A
MAXIMALLY ENTANGLED STATE

The core functionality of two-qubit gates is to entangle
two qubits. We first verify this functionality by preparing a maximally entangled state and performing quantum state tomography on it. Since the CNOT gate is
more straightforward in terms of generating entangled
states, we present experimental results of an entangled
state generated with the SWIPHT CNOT gate.

FIG. 6. Results of quantum state tomography on a maximally
entangled state prepared with the SWIPHT CNOT gate. (a)
Pulse sequence for the quantum state tomography experiment
(not to scale). (b) and (c) are the real and imaginary parts
of the reconstructed density matrix. (d) The vector representation of the state in the Pauli basis. The light blue bars
are the single-qubit components, and the red bars are the
two-qubit components. The outlined bars represent the ideal
ϕ
entangled state √12 (e−i 2 |10i − i |01i). By comparing to the
ideal entangled state, we obtained an experimental fidelity of
98.2%.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the experiment starts from a
π/2 rotation around the y-axis of the first qubit, which is
the control qubit. This prepares the system in the state
√1 (|0i + |1i) |0i. We then apply the SWIPHT CNOT
2
gate, which brings the
system to a maximally entangled
ϕ
state |ψi = √12 (e−i 2 |10i − i |01i). The extra phase ϕ/2
on |10i is due to the fact that the SWIPHT CNOT is a
generalized CNOT gate. Finally, tomography rotations
are applied, followed by projective measurements on both
qubits. Each run consists of N = 1000 measurements in
order to obtain good statistics on the final state populations. Noise and imperfections during the experiment can
lead to an unphysical density matrix. To remedy this, a
maximum likelihood estimation is applied to search for
a physical density matrix such that the predicted probability of obtaining the observed data with the physical
density matrix is maximized [32]. In addition, a wideband, quantum limited Josephson parametric amplifier
was used that allowed us to read out both qubits at the
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same time.
The real and imaginary parts of the reconstructed density matrix are shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c), respectively.
As we can see, the largest contributions are all within the
|10i, |01i subspace, as expected. To compare to the ideal
entangled state, the vector representation in the Pauli
basis of the entangled state is shown in Fig. 6(d). A fidelity of 98.2 % is obtained using F = hψ|ρ|ψi, where |ψi
and ρ are the ideal entangled state and the reconstructed
density matrix from experiment, respectively.

VII.

QUANTUM PROCESS TOMOGRAPHY OF
TWO-QUBIT GATES

Finally, we perform a full characterization of our twoqubit entangling gates using quantum process tomography. The process tomography starts from single-qubit
rotations implemented with TAGs on both qubits to prepare the system. There are 36 different possible initial
states for the two qubits: {|±xi , |±yi , |±zi}⊗2 . A separate run for each initial state is conducted. In each run, a
two-qubit entangling gate is applied after the initial state
is prepared. For the SWIPHT CNOT gate, the gate time
is about 100.6 ns. However, to remove a residual conditional phase due to the ZZ interaction, right after the
SWIPHT gate we let the system idle (evolve freely) for a
time such that the sum of the SWIPHT gate time and the
idle time is equal to a full period of the ZZ interaction,
2π/gz . For the free-evolution CZ gate, no entangling microwave pulse is applied, and the system instead undergoes free evolution for 53.8 ns. Subsequently, tomography
rotations and projective measurements are performed on
both qubits. Each run consists of N = 1000 measurements in order to obtain good statistics on the final state
populations. We apply a maximum likelihood estimation
method to reconstruct the Pauli transfer matrix R for the
process.

puted by comparing Rexp to Rideal ,
Fave =

Tr[(Rexp )T Rideal ]/4 + 1
.
5

For the SWIPHT CNOT (CZ), we obtain an average
gate fidelity of 94.6% (97.8%). To understand how much
the decoherence contributes to the infidelity of the gates,
we performed master equation simulations for both the
SWIPHT CNOT and CZ gates with state preparation rotations also included, incorporating decoherence at levels consistent with our measured T1 and T2∗ times. We
then run the quantum process tomography on the simulated data to extract the simulated R matrices, shown in
Fig. 8(b) and (e) for the SWIPHT CNOT and CZ gates,
respectively. The average gate fidelities from the master
equation simulations are 98.92% for the SWIPHT CNOT
gate and 99.25% for the CZ gate. In another simulation,
perfect state preparation is assumed. The outcome gate
fidelities are 99.4% for the SWIPHT CNOT gate and
99.7% for the CZ gate. This indicates that the SPAM
errors [33] contributes about 0.5% to the infidelity. The
experiments report about 4% lower fidelities compared
to the simulations. We attribute this difference to coherent errors [34] and leakage errors [19]. Note that our
master equation simulation only includes the computational subspace and therefore does not capture leakage
errors. Purity of the SWIPHT CNOT Pauli transfer matrix is measured to be 95.54%, which indicates the presence of leakage errors. Extra nonzero terms in Fig. 8(a)
and (d) compared to the simulation results in Fig. 8(b)
and (e) indicates that there are indeed coherent errors.
On the other hand, the maximally entangled state in the
quantum state tomography described in the last section
reports a fidelity of 98.2%, which is close to the decoherence limit from the master equation simulation. This
means that other states in the quantum process tomography would have fidelities lower than the average gate
fidelity. The varying state fidelities of different states
in the quantum process tomography also indicates that
there are coherent errors in the experiment.
VIII.

FIG. 7. Pulse sequence for the quantum process tomography
experiment (not to scale).
exp
The experimental Pauli transfer matrices, RCNOT
for
exp
the SWIPHT CNOT gate and RCZ for the free-evolution
CZ gate, are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (d), respectively. Figideal
ure 8(c) and (f) illustrate the ideal R matrices, RCNOT
ideal
and RCNOT , for the SWIPHT CNOT and CZ gate, respectively. The average gate fidelity in each case is com-

(9)

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrated a universal quantum gate set for the regime of strong ZZ coupling between superconducting transmon qubits. We introduced the concept of two-axis gates to implement arbitrary single-qubit rotations in this regime, and we tested
their performance in a two-qubit system using randomized benchmarking. The average gate fidelity was found
to be about 99% for the first qubit and 98% for the
second qubit. In addition, we demonstrated two types
of two-qubit entangling gates: a SWIPHT CNOT gate
implemented with a shaped microwave pulse and a CZ
gate based on free evolution under the ZZ interaction.
The SWIPHT CNOT was found to produce a maximally
entangled state with a measured fidelity of 98.2% from

8

FIG. 8. (a)-(c) [(d)-(f)] are the experimental, simulated, ideal Pauli transfer matrices for the SWIPHT CNOT gate [free
evolution CZ gate]. Note that (e) and (f) are different although no significant difference can be noticed under this color scale.

quantum state tomography. We further characterized the
performance of both the SWIPHT CNOT and the freeevolution CZ gates using quantum process tomography.
We obtained average gate fidelities of 94.6% and 97.8%
for the SWIPHT CNOT and the CZ, respectively. We
presented evidence that the infidelities are likely due to
coherent, SPAM, and leakage errors. Advanced pulse
shaping techniques [11] and calibration improvements
would likely reduce these errors significantly. The universal gate set demonstrated here offers additional control
flexibility that can help to optimize the use of tunable
couplers and to mitigate the adverse effects of residual
ZZ interactions in superconducting qubit processors.
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Appendix A: Spectrum of the two-qubit system
measured with Ramsey oscillations

The spectrum of the coupled two-qubit transmon system is shown in Table I.
Appendix B: Relaxation and Ramsey times

The Relaxation and Ramsey times of the coupled twoqubit system are shown in Table II.

9
Our goal is to find the values of βj,α that make the terms
in [S − S † , H] that are linear in gj,α cancel the coupling
terms in H.
For each Hermitian term A in Eq. (C1), it suffices to
compute [S, A], because [S − S † , A] = [S, A] + [S, A]† .
Keeping only terms up to second order in gj,α and βj,α ,
we have


X
S,
ω1,j |ji hj|

Qubit Transition Frequency(GHz)
g ↔ |10i
g
|00i
5.07478658
g ↔ |01i
g
|00i
5.30990762
g ↔ |11i
g
|01i
g ↔ |11i
g
|10i

5.08406906

g ↔ |20i
g
|10i
g ↔ |02i
g
|10i

4.81503094

5.31920716

4.96857665

j

TABLE I. Spectrum of the two-qubit system.

=

X

βj,α (ω1,j − ω1,j+1 ) |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1| ,

jα

T2∗ (µs)

T1 (µs)
Q1 76.98 50.65
Q2 79.71 17.09

(C4)
#

"
TABLE II. Relaxation and Ramsey times of the qubits.

S,

X

ω2,α |αi hα|

α

=

Appendix C: Derivation of the ZZ coupling

X

βj,α (ω2,α+1 − ω2,α ) |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1| ,

jα

(C5)

In this appendix, we derive effective ZZ-coupling
Hamiltonians for two coupled transmons. We first consider the case of a direct capacitive coupling, and then we
consider an indirect, cavity-mediated coupling. In both
cases, an effective Hamiltonian of the form shown in Eq. 1
is obtained. Similar derivations have been given in prior
works [6, 26], but we include them here for the sake of
completeness.





S,

X

gj,α |ji hj + 1| ⊗ |α + 1i hα|

jα

=

X

βj,α gj,α |j + 1i hj + 1| ⊗ |αi hα|

jα

−

X

βj,α gj,α |ji hj| ⊗ |α + 1i hα + 1| ,

jα

1.

Direct capacitive coupling

(C6)

Two transmons that have a direct capacitive coupling
are described by the Hamiltonian
X
X
H=
ω1,j |ji hj| +
ω2,α |αi hα|
X

gj,α |ji hj + 1| ⊗ |α + 1i hα| + H.c.

(C1)
−

X

βj+1,α gj,α+1 |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2|

X

βj,α+1 gj+1,α |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2| ,

jα

(C7)






S, S − S † ,

X

ω1,j |ji hj|

j

=

X

2
βj,α
(ω1,j

− ω1,j+1 ) |j + 1i hj + 1| ⊗ |αi hα|

jα

−

X

+

X

2
βj,α
(ω1,j − ω1,j+1 ) |ji hj| ⊗ |α + 1i hα + 1|

jα

βj+1,α βj,α+1 (ω1,j − ω1,j+1 ) |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2|

jα

Under this transformation, the Hamiltonian becomes
1
H 0 = DHD† = H+[S−S † , H]+ [S−S † , [S−S † , H]]+. . .
2
(C3)

gj,α |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1|

jα

jα

jα

X
jα

=

The energy of the jth level of the first transmon is ω1,j ,
while the energy of the αth level of the second transmon is
ω2,α . We use Latin indices to index transmon 1 states and
Greek indices to index transmon 2 states. The coupling
strengths between these levels are denoted by gj,α . We
assume these are real.
We will perform a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation to
eliminate the coupling terms in Eq. (C1). This will be
†
done using a similarity transformation D = eS−S , where
X
S=
βj,α |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1| .
(C2)



S,

α

j

+



−

X

βj,α+1 βj+1,α (ω1,j+1 − ω1,j+2 ) |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2| ,

jα

(C8)
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"

"

##
†

S, S − S ,

X

where

ω2,α |αi hα|

α

=

X

−

X

η=

2
βj,α
(ω2,α+1 − ω2,α ) |j + 1i hj + 1| ⊗ |αi hα|

2
g0,0
,
ω1,0 + ω2,1 − ω1,1 − ω2,0

(C12)

jα
2
βj,α
(ω2,α+1 − ω2,α ) |ji hj| ⊗ |α + 1i hα + 1|

2
2
g1,0
g0,1
+
.
jα
ω1,1 + ω2,1 − ω1,2 − ω2,0 ω1,1 + ω2,1 − ω1,0 − ω2,2
X
(C13)
+
βj+1,α βj,α+1 (ω2,α+2 − ω2,α+1 ) |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2|
g↔
jα
We can see that the frequencies of the transitions |00i
X
g and |10i
g ↔ |11i
g in the dressed basis are split by
−
βj,α+1 βj+1,α (ω2,α+1 − ω2,α ) |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2| ,|01i
λZZ . Notice that λZZ itself depends quadratically on the
jα
(C9)bare couplings and inversely on the bare energy splittings
between |11i and |20i and between |11i and |02i. If we
define ω1 = ω1,1 − ω1,0 − η, ω2 = ω2,1 − ω2,0 + η, and
From Eqs. (C4) and (C5), we see that we need
gz = λZZ , we obtain Eq. 1.
gj,α
.
(C10)
βj,α = −
ω1,j − ω1,j+1 + ω2,α+1 − ω2,α

λZZ =

a.

Eq. (C6) then gives rise to shifts in the transmon energy
levels and to an effective ZZ coupling. Restricting to the
logical subspace, the full Hamiltonian then becomes
0
Hlogical



1
1
=
ω1,0 + ω1,1 + ω2,0 + ω2,1 + λZZ II
2
2


1
1
ω2,0 − ω2,1 − η − λZZ IZ
+
2
2


1
1
1
+
ω1,0 − ω1,1 + η − λZZ ZI + λZZ ZZ,
2
2
4
(C11)


S, Ω1 (t)

Driving terms

We now consider the inclusion of driving terms on each
transmon:
X
X
Hd = Ω1 (t)
d1,j |ji hj + 1|+Ω2 (t)
d2,α |αi hα + 1|+H.c.
α

j

(C14)
Under the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, this becomes
1
Hd0 = DHd D† = Hd +[S−S † , Hd ]+ [S−S † , [S−S † , Hd ]]+. . .
2
(C15)
where


X

d1,j |ji hj + 1| = Ω1 (t)

j

X

βj,α d1,j |j + 1i hj + 1| ⊗ |αi hα + 1| − Ω1 (t)

jα

= Ω1 (t)

X

X

βj,α d1,j |ji hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1|

j,α

(βj,α d1,j − βj+1,α d1,j+1 ) |j + 1i hj + 1| ⊗ |αi hα + 1|

jα

− Ω1 (t)d1,0 |0i h0| ⊗

X

β0,α |αi hα + 1| .

(C16)

α


S, Ω∗1 (t)


X

d∗1,j |j + 1i hj| = Ω∗1 (t)

j

X

βj+1,α d∗1,j |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1|

jα

−

Ω∗1 (t)

X

βj,α d∗1,j+1 |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1|

j,α

=

Ω∗1 (t)

X
jα


βj+1,α d∗1,j − βj,α d∗1,j+1 |j + 2i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1| .

(C17)
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#
S, Ω2 (t)

X

d2,α |αi hα + 1| = Ω2 (t)

α

X

βj,α d2,α+1 |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2|

jα

− Ω2 (t)

X

βj,α+1 d2,α |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2|

j,α

= Ω2 (t)

X

(βj,α d2,α+1 − βj,α+1 d2,α ) |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 2| .

(C18)

jα

#

"
S, Ω∗2 (t)

X

d∗2,α

|α + 1i hα| = Ω∗2 (t)

X

Ω∗2 (t)

X

α

βj,α d∗2,α |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα| − Ω∗2 (t)

jα

=

X

βj,α d∗2,α |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |α + 1i hα + 1|

j,α

βj,α+1 d∗2,α+1

−

βj,α d∗2,α



|j + 1i hj| ⊗ |α + 1i hα + 1|

jα

+ Ω∗2 (t)d∗2,0

X

βj,0 |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |0i h0| .

(C19)

j

In the logical subspace, we then have


[S − S † , Hd ]logical = |1i h1| ⊗ Ω1 (β0,0 d1,0 − β1,0 d1,1 ) |0i h1| + Ω∗1 (β0,0 d∗1,0 − β1,0 d∗1,1 ) |1i h0|


− β0,0 |0i h0| ⊗ Ω1 d1,0 |0i h1| + Ω∗1 d∗1,0 |1i h0|


+ Ω2 (β0,1 d2,1 − β0,0 d2,0 ) |0i h1| + Ω∗2 (β0,1 d∗2,1 − β0,0 d∗2,0 ) |1i h0| ⊗ |1i h1|


+ β0,0 Ω2 d2,0 |0i h1| + Ω∗2 d∗2,0 |1i h0| ⊗ |0i h0| .

(C20)

The full effective Hamiltonian in the logical subspace is



0
Hlogical


ω1,0 + ω2,0
d2,0 Ω2 − d1,0 β0,0 Ω1
d1,0 Ω1 + d2,0 β0,0 Ω2
0
d∗2,0 Ω∗2 − d∗1,0 β0,0 Ω∗1
ω1,0 + ω2,1 + η
0
d1,0 Ω1 + (d2,1 β0,1 − d2,0 β0,0 )Ω2 
.
=
d∗1,0 Ω∗1 + d∗2,0 β0,0 Ω∗2
0
ω1,1 + ω2,0 − η
(d1,0 β0,0 − d1,1 β1,0 )Ω1 + d2,0 Ω2 
0
d∗1,0 Ω∗1 + (d∗2,1 β0,1 − d∗2,0 β0,0 )Ω∗2 (d∗1,0 β0,0 − d∗1,1 β1,0 )Ω∗1 + d∗2,0 Ω∗2
ω1,1 + ω2,1 + λZZ

2.

Resonator-mediated coupling

Next, we consider two transmons coupled to the same
resonator:
H = ωc a† a +

X

1,j |ji hj| +

X

X

α

j

(C21)

(C23)

α

j

+

2,α |αi hα|

To determine γ1,j and γ2,α , we compute commutators up
to second order in the transmon-cavity couplings:


S, ωc a† a
X
X
= −ωc
γ1,j a† |ji hj + 1| − ωc
γ2,α a† |αi hα + 1| ,

h1,j a† |ji hj + 1| +

X

h2,α a† |αi hα + 1| + H.c.

α

j





S,

X

1,j |ji hj| =

j

ωc is the cavity frequency. The energy levels of the first
transmon are 1,j , while those of the second are 2,α .
h1,j and h2,α are the transmon-cavity coupling strengths,
which we assume are real. We again employ a Schrieffer†
Wolff transformation D = eS−S to transform to a new
basis in which the Hamiltonian, H 0 = DHD† , does not
have transmon-cavity couplings to first order in h1,j and
h2,α . This is accomplished by choosing

X

γ1,j (1,j+1 − 1,j )a† |ji hj + 1| ,

j

(C24)
"

#
S,

X

2,α |αi hα| =

α

X

γ2,α (2,α+1 −2,α )a† |αi hα + 1| ,

α

(C25)




S,

X

h1,j a† |ji hj + 1|

j

S=

X
j

†

γ1,j a |ji hj + 1| +

X
α

†

γ2,α a |αi hα + 1| . (C22)

=

X
j

(γ1,j h1,j+1 − γ1,j+1 h1,j )(a† )2 |ji hj + 2| ,(C26)
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X

S,

"

#
S,

h1,j a |j + 1i hj|

X

j

X

=

γ1,j h1,j

†

†


a a |ji hj| − aa |j + 1i hj + 1|

=

X

−

X

X

γ2,α h1,j |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1| ,


γ2,α h2,α a† a |αi hα| − aa† |α + 1i hα + 1|

α

j

−

h2,α a |α + 1i hα|

α

(C27)

γ1,j h2,α |ji hj + 1| ⊗ |α + 1i hα| ,

(C29)

jα

jα

#

"
S,

X

†

h2,α a |αi hα + 1|

α

=

X

(γ2,α h2,α+1 − γ2,α+1 h2,α )(a† )2 |αi hα + 2|(C28)
,

α


 "
#
X
X
 



†
†
†
†
S, S − S , ωc a a = S, −ωc
γ1,j a |ji hj + 1| + a |j + 1i hj|  + S, −ωc
γ2,α a |αi hα + 1| + a |α + 1i hα|
α

j

= −ωc

X

2
γ1,j

X


2
a† a |ji hj| − aa† |j + 1i hj + 1| − ωc
γ2,α
a† a |αi hα| − aa† |α + 1i hα + 1|
α

j

X

+ ωc

γ1,j γ2,α (|j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1| + |ji hj + 1| ⊗ |α + 1i hα|) ,

jα

(C30)






S, S − S † ,

X


X

1,j |ji hj| = S,

j



γ1,j (1,j+1 − 1,j ) a† |ji hj + 1| + a |j + 1i hj| 

j

=

X

γ1,j γ1,j+1 (1,j+2 − 21,j+1 + 1,j )(a† )2 |ji hj + 2|

j

+

X

−

X

2
γ1,j
(1,j+1 − 1,j ) a† a |ji hj| − aa† |j + 1i hj + 1|



j

γ1,j γ2,α (1,j+1 − 1,j ) |j + 1i hj| ⊗ |αi hα + 1| ,

(C31)

jα

"

"

##
†

S, S − S ,

X

2,α |αi hα|

"

#

= S,

α

X

†

γ2,α (2,α+1 − 2,α ) a |αi hα + 1| + a |α + 1i hα|



α

=

X

γ2,α γ2,α+1 (2,α+2 − 22,α+1 + 2,α )(a† )2 |αi hα + 2|

α

+

X

−

X


2
γ2,α
(2,α+1 − 2,α ) a† a |αi hα| − aa† |α + 1i hα + 1|

α

γ1,j γ2,α (2,α+1 − 2,α ) |ji hj + 1| ⊗ |α + 1i hα| .

(C32)

jα

Eqs. (C23)-(C25) yield the desired values of γ1,j and γ2,α :
h1,j
=−
,
1,j+1 − 1,j − ωc

h2,α
γ1,j
γ2,α = −
.
2,α+1 − 2,α − ωc
(C33)
If we assume zero cavity photons, then we obtain the

following effective Hamiltonian:
H0 ≈

X

˜1,j |ji hj| +

˜2,α |αi hα|

α

j

+

X

X
jα

g̃j,α |ji hj + 1| ⊗ |α + 1i hα| + H.c.,(C34)
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where ˜1,0 = 1,0 , ˜2,0 = 2,0 , and
2
˜1,j = 1,j − 2γ1,j−1 h1,j−1 + (ωc − 1,j + 1,j−1 )γ1,j−1

= 1,j +

1,j

h21,j−1
,
− 1,j−1 − ωc

for

j > 0,

(C35)

2
˜2,α = 2,α − 2γ2,α−1 h2,α−1 + (ωc − 2,α + 2,α−1 )γ2,α−1

= 2,α +

h22,α−1
,
2,α − 2,α−1 − ωc

Hef f

for α > 0,

(C36)

g̃j,α = −γ2,α h1,j − γ1,j h2,α
1
+ (2ωc − 1,j+1 + 1,j − 2,α+1 + 2,α )γ1,j γ2,α
2
h1,j h2,α (1,j+1 − 1,j + 2,α+1 − 2,α − 2ωc )
=
(C37)
.
2(1,j+1 − 1,j − ωc )(2,α+1 − 2,α − ωc )
Eq. (C34) has the same form as the Hamiltonian describing the direct capacitive coupling between two transmons, Eq. (C1). We can therefore use the results from the
previous section to write down the effective ZZ-coupling
Hamiltonian for two cavity-coupled transmons:



˜1,0 + ˜2,0
0
0
0


0
˜1,0 + ˜2,1 + η̃
0
0
,
=


0
0
˜1,1 + ˜2,0 − η̃
0
0
0
0
˜1,1 + ˜2,1 + λ̃ZZ

where

a.

η̃ =

2
g̃0,0
,
˜1,0 + ˜2,1 − ˜1,1 − ˜2,0

(C39)

(C38)

Driving terms

We now consider the inclusion of driving terms on each
transmon:
X
Hd = Ω1 (t)
d1,j |ji hj + 1|
j

+ Ω2 (t)

X

d2,α |αi hα + 1| + H.c.

(C41)

α

Under the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, this becomes
Hd0 = DHd D† = Hd + [S − S † , Hd ]
1
+ [S − S † , [S − S † , Hd ]] + . . .
2
λ̃ZZ =

2
g̃1,0

.
˜1,1 + ˜2,1 − ˜1,0 − ˜2,2
(C40)
If we define ω1 = ˜1,1 − ˜1,0 − η̃, ω2 = ˜2,1 − ˜2,0 + η̃, and
gz = λ̃ZZ , then (after a constant overall energy shift) we
obtain Eq. 1.
˜1,1 + ˜2,1 − ˜1,2 − ˜2,0

+

2
g̃0,1

(C42)

The first-order corrections vanish in the zero-cavityphoton subspace because S is proportional to a† , while
Hd does not contain any cavity-photon operators. Therefore, the driving terms after the SW transformation are
still given by Hd . The full effective Hamiltonian in the
logical subspace is


˜1,0 + ˜2,0
d2,0 Ω2 − d1,0 β̃0,0 Ω1
d1,0 Ω1 + d2,0 β̃0,0 Ω2
0
d∗2,0 Ω∗2 − d∗1,0 β̃0,0 Ω∗1
˜1,0 + ˜2,1 + η̃
0
d1,0 Ω1 + (d2,1 β̃0,1 − d2,0 β̃0,0 )Ω2 
,
=
d∗ Ω∗ + d∗ β̃0,0 Ω∗
0

˜
+

˜
−
η̃
(d1,0 β̃0,0 − d1,1 β̃1,0 )Ω1 + d2,0 Ω2 
1,1
2,0
2,0
2
1,0 1
˜tr1,1 + ˜2,1 + λ̃ZZ
0
d∗1,0 Ω∗1 + (d∗2,1 β̃0,1 − d∗2,0 β̃0,0 )Ω∗2 (d∗1,0 β̃0,0 − d∗1,1 β̃1,0 )Ω∗1 + d∗2,0 Ω∗2


0
Hlogical

where
β̃j,α = −

g̃j,α
.
˜1,j − ˜1,j+1 + ˜2,α+1 − ˜2,α

(C43)
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